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Memorabilia  
Keep focusing on 1 room, 15 minutes, Start : Sort : Solve : System 

 

What and more importantly, Why? 

Kid art, Photos, Cards, Invitations, Tickets, Postcards 

Anything that you want to use to tell your family’s story 

 

FOR FUTURE 

Kid Art 

Keep a monthly gallery on the fridge. At the end of the month choose the best one for each child, and 

immortalize it: 

 Take a photo of child holding the art work. This approach works especially well for 3D work like the 

dreaded clay pinch pot, AND visually records how old they were when they did it. 

 Take a photo of the art work. This reduces it from A3 to 6”x4”. 

 Scan the art work 

 Surplus A3 art makes great gift wrap or disposable table mats 

Other memorabilia – create a concertina folder 

Paper 

 Make a space and keep an acid free pen and glue in the front of the folder. 

 Label it month by month for the current year. 

 As you receive memorabilia, write details on it STRAIGHT AWAY – names, dates, locations. 

 Tuck it in the correct month. 

 Print photos regularly (if you plan to do a paper scrapbook) and put them in the correct month too. 

Once again, write the details on the back. 

If doing an electronic album 

 Create year/month directories on your computer and download your camera/phone to them 

REGULARLY. 

 File electronic tickets and emailed photos straight to your photo directory. 

 Scan items from your concertina folder and dispose of the originals. Put them in the monthly file with 

your photos. 
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Photo safe storage 

 Acid in paper and chemicals in glues and pens can damage photos and other memorabilia very 

quickly. 

 Buy scrapbook items marked as ‘acid free’ and ‘photo safe’ or with the (AP) logo on them. 

 Light damages photos too – keep them in a dark place 

 Use a book with removable pages so you can vary the number. 

 

Create scrapbooks 

Every 2-3 months make a family project of sticking items into the album, and writing captions. 

Don’t be precious about it. The wonky angles and shaky handwriting are as much part of the record as the 

photos. 

At the end of the year it is a good idea to take that year’s album to a print shop, and have it scanned to 

disk. That way each child can have an electronic copy when they leave home, Grandma can have a copy 

for Christmas, and you can store one in a safe place for backup in case of fire/flood/toddler with permanent 

marker. 

 

Other ways to store and display memorabilia 

Copy photos to a DVD and play them on the DVD as background “art” during dinner 

Load photos to an electronic photo frame 

Print photos in a diary/brag book 

 

MEMORABILIA YOU ALREADY HAVE 

Do you really WANT to keep it?  Is it still a happy memory? 

Can you still recognize the people, place or date? 

Unless it was a major event, just keep the 1-2 photos + invitation or ticket that tell the story, not all 15 you 

took to try to get your child looking at the camera. 

Bin the negatives 

 

Sort it by date 

Label 1 big or 2 small concertina folders with a tab for each year (going backwards from this year). 

[2011] [2010] [2009] [2008] [2007] [2006] … 

 

Start with the smallest box or memorabilia first 
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If you are going to keep an item, write on the back with a photo safe pen details like date, who, where and 

why.  File it under the correct date. 

 

Read then Dump 

If you know you want to read something once then dump it, move it to a separate file that you keep beside 

the toilet or beside your bed.  When  you get a moment, read it, rip it in half and bin it. 

Put a date a month from now on the ‘read then dump’ box – if you aren’t making significant progress in 

reading the backlog in a month’s time, dump it all. 

 

Scrapbook it 

Now you should have a concertina folder of memorabilia left that you want to keep.   

If scanning, feed them through the scanner, and check that they have scanned.  File them by year/month. 

Work backwards in time (2011, then 2010 …) pop them in an album (or online album). Don’t be precious. 

The kids will appreciate a rough and ready LABELED album far more than they will appreciate a shoe box 

full of random photos. 

 

Scrapbook options 

Paper - 30x30 cm format gives you plenty of space to work. 

Black backgrounds look great, but make sure you get a pen which will show up (e.g. silver) 

Removable pages give you flexibility 

Online 

Momento (www.Momento.com.au) and similar packages have powerful editing features, but require some 

time to learn to use them. 

Generic (www.Photomax.com.au etc). Simpler to use, less features, but get the job done, and often 

cheaper to print. 

The key thing is to pick an approach  you will actually enjoy doing, and DO! 

 

Final thought:   Things are getting better faster than they got worse 


